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Abstract
: There are three ways in which an electromagnetic wave can Wldergo scattering in
a plasma : (i) when the scattering of radiation occurs by single electron, it is called Compton
Scattering (CS); (li) if it occurs by longitudinal electron plasma mode, it is called Stimulated Raman
Scattering (SRS); and (iii) if it occurs by a highly damped electron plasma mode, it is called
Stimulated Compton Scattering (SCS). The nonthennal continuum of quasars is believed to be
produced through the combined action of synchrotron and inverse Compton processes, which are
essentially single processes. Here, we investigate the role of SRS ans SCS in the generation of
continuum radiation from these compact objects. It is shown as an example that the complete
spectrum of 3C 213 can be reproduced by suitably combining SCS and SRS. The differential
contributions of SCS and SRS under different values of the plasma parameters are also calculated.
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1.

Introduction

One of the most challenging problems in the area of active galactic nuclei (AGN) is the
mechanism of continuum emission. In the broadest sense, the important issues are
mechanisms responsible for the radiation, the kinematics and the spatial distribution of the
continuum emitting regions, and the connection of the continuum emissit)n to the central
engine. A surprisingly large number of plausible explanations for the origin of this continuum
have involved incoherent radiation mechanisms. The most common is synchrotron selfCompton emission from non thermal electIons. which seems to work rather well from the IR
to UV, particularly for blazars [1,2J. But the Comptonized, self-absorbed thermal cyclotron
radiation from mildly relativistic electron beam also appears to be able to fit that part of the
spectrum [3J. A sequence of plasma processes, in order to account for the energy gain and
loss of electron beam, bas been discussed by Krishan and Wiita [4,5]. In this paper we
investigate the scattering of the incident (pump) electromagnetic wave off the electron plasma
wave in the two regions namely SRS and SCS. and estimate the contribution of these
processes in the generation of complete spectrum from radio to X-rays.
© 1992 lACS
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2. Stimulated Compton and Raman scattering as energy loss mechanisms
We begin with standard model consisting of a black hole of mass M = 108 Me surrounded by
relativistic plasma which extends to few times Schwarzschild radius RSt (Rs = GM/c2) and
produces the nonthermal continuum. The nonthermal polarized low frequency electromagnetic
wave (soft-photon) is considered as a pump which drives parametric instabilities. This softphoton field may be identified with the cyclotron or synchrotron radiation [2,5]. Our model
consists of electron beam which propagates radially outward~ and interacts with the softphoton field to produce radiation at higher frequencies. The generation and stability of
extremely sharp electron beams in the quasar environment has been disc.ussed by Lesch et al
[6].

2.1. Lorentz transformations :
Since it is much simpler to do the nonrelativistic calculations iJ]. the beam frame, we compute
growth rates and the scattered flux in the beam frame and then transfer these quantities to
laboratory frame.
Consider and electron beam moving in the z-direction. We use prime on the quantities
in the beam frame to distinguish them from the quantities without prime in the laboratory
frame. The invariance of phase of an electromagnetic wave gives
(1)

The eq. (1) implies

k~ = k... , k; =ky't k; =r(kz -

:; CUi)" and cui = r(CUi - kztJ b ).

(2)

1/"'../1 - t)~c2 are theJ>eam·velocity and Lorentz factor, respectively.

where 1Jb andg =

Since Lorentz contraction increases the density by rand the mass also by a factor 1.
the plasma frequency CJ)p (=4pneil/m.)l12 (where e is the electron charge, n. the beam density
and m, the electron mass) is frame invariant.
The thermal speed "r in the beam frame can be expressed in terms of the energy
spread of the beam in the laboratory frame and is given by :

"r

.:1r

= ~.

(3)

r

We now consider the transformation of the growth rate r. If a wave with slowly varying
amplitude A" (z', t')'grows in time and space at a temporal growth rate in the beam frame
then A satisfies the following equation

r

aA'

aA'

- - + tv - - =r'A'
at'

g

az'

(4)

where t?g is the group velocity in the beam frame. The Lorentz transformation of the eq. (4)
gives:
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2.2. Stimulated Compton or slimulatedRaman scattering:
Consider a large amplitude plane polarized electromagnetic pump wave,
=2E[Cos(k[· r' - W;t')x',

E:

(6)

propagating in a homogeneous plasma. In the equilibrium, electrons oscillate with velocity ~
in the pump field E;. Here, we consider a special case of parametric instability in which the
high-frequency side-band modes arc predominantly electromagnetic so we essentially have
the problem of stimulated scattering where pump (electromagnetic) wave excites an electron
plasma wave (w;,k[) and two new electromagnetic waves at shifted frequencies: Stokes
mode (lO,~, k.:) and anti-Stokes mode (w~~. k;s)' The instability resonantly excites only when
the following phase matching conditions are satisfied

wi =co; + WI' .k; =k; + ki.
w; + WI =w:.r, k: + k; =k:U.

(7)

(8)

Each of the excited modes satisfies its own linear dispersion relation in the plasma medium. If
we solve the dispersion relation of the electrfJn plasma wave in the beam frame [7], we have

(I); "" £up
(I);,," k:t?T[1- io(I)]

r Ll

r

where Vr = .(2/n;) +- fe dv

for k;An« 0.4;
for k:An ~ 0.4,
and I.D

(9)
(10)

=(kBTe /4nn;e 2t2 are the thermal speed and

Debye length of the electron plasma, respectively (kB = Boltzman constant). Eq, (10)
indicates that if kiAn larger than or equal to 0.4 then the electron plasma mode losses its
wave nature because of its large Landau damping.
The dispersion relation of the electromagnetic wave in a plasma is

ail = to/ + k''J.C2.

(11)

The pump wave, the Stokes mode and the anti-Stokes mode satisfy the·dispersion relation
(11) in the plasma medium. If the pump wave undergoes backscattering and for ((I){. w;) »
and k[ = k; then k[ =k.~. Hence for a given quality of a beam, if (I); is increased by
increasing pump frequency w[.k[ which may be initially smaller than 0.4/ AD becomes
larger than 0.4/ AD at some value of (I); . Hence, there exists a critical frequency of the
Cl)p

scattered wave above which the scattering process is Compton and below which it becomes
Raman. If we write this critical an~u]ar frequency in the laboratory frame as (Ocr, it can be
expressed in terms of beam quality. Using wcr " 2ya>;,w; .. ck; and k: =2k; = O.4/-I.D we
have, with eq.(3) :

coror = 0.4...[2rwp

:r

(12)
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Thus the critical frequency depends on the relative spread t1rtyof the beam energy observed
in the laboratory frame, as well as the beam density nc and r.

2.3.

Growth rates of stimulated Raman and Compton scattering:

The most general plasma dispersion relation to describe parametric instability excited in
plasma medium by a large amplitude coherent electromagnetic wave, has been derived by
Drake et d [8] using Vlasov equation. Jf the excited side-band modes are predominantly
electromagnetic then it reduces to
1

1

- k'2

+ X' (k', co') e

-' x·tJ~12
[ Ikk,2
D
I

-

+

-

Ik'+ xtJ~121
I

k'2 D
+ +

'

(13)

where ,,; =eEl t m;coi is the quiver velocity of electrons, x;(k',m') the electron
susceptibility function, COt =co; ± co', Jc;, =kik' and
D± =tZJc;,z - CO±2 + co;
2
:::: C

2

2_

k' ±2k'·k!c +2co'cof-co'

2

(14)

In the eq. (13), when the thre('. wave interaction is resonant then co' and k' becomes the
angular frequency and wave vector of the electron plasma wave (w/,kl). In the case of
backscattering,

(~; = cos-1(f;. f:) =180

0

),D_ "" °andD+

¢

0, only Stokes mode excites

but not the anti-Stokes mode. But in the case of right angle scattering
(~: = 90°) both D_ ... 0 both and D+ "" 0 and hence both the modes are excited. The antiStokes mode does not excite for co'«

(c 2k;· k; t £0:) and it is excited only when k' is very

small or if k'j is nearly perpendicular to k'i.

2.4. Numerical solution ofequation (13) :
When co; "" cop ::;; ki"T or kiA-I> ... 0.4, it is not possible to expand X;(w',k') in to an
asymptotic series. Therefore, using co' =(0; + iT' we numerically solve eq. (13) including
all the damping effects. If we separate real and imaginary parts of eq. (13) we get two
coupled equations. To fmd (0', and r, we solve these two equations with the relation of
Fried and Conte's plasma dispersion function [9] and its relation with the error function. We
have to fmd the value Of~', such that it satisfies (7), (8), the dispersion relation of electron
plasma mode and D_ '" O.
We assume the power laws spatial variation along the path of the beam for electron
density ne, Lorentz factor Yo pump frequency y'j and the pump flux f vi to calculate growth rate
and the scauerM flux fvs (calculated in the next section). We find the following power
laws give a fairly good agreement with the observed spectrum in the case of 3C 273. The
density of relativistic electron beam follows the power law given by :

r
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-3.2

nit = no

(

~

)

(15)

where no =9.24 x 10 17 cm-3 and ro =lORs = 1.4767 x 10 14 cm for black hole of mass M =
10 8Me. In the beam frame, an electron density is given by n; = nit I y. The frequency and
flux of the soft-photon field are assumed to follow the power laws given by:
(16)

where Vo = 4 x 10 10 Hz and

Iv;

=/0 (~JO.l

(17)

where /0 = 1.1 X 10-25 erg cm,2 sec'! Hz,l. Thus we study the scattering of this low
frequency (Vi = f4/2;r) wave with the beam electrons through the processes SRS and SCS.
Here we find that even though Wj < wp,lJ)i > (fJp for kf =
Therefore, it suffices to take
(OJ S; cop for r> 1 for the present calculations. The power law for Lorentz factor is assumed

-z'.

to be:

r= ro(

~T

12
.

(18)

where ro = 3 x 10 3• We observe that in the beam frame the plasma expands uniformly with
the density proportional to ,-2 . The spread in energy of the beam .drlris assumed to remain
constant through out its path. Also, .we assume the scattered radiation has the same
po1arization as the incident one (f}'" =0).
3. Limiting gain and output power
The scattered radiation fields E; and B; become large as the instability progresses. At the
critical frequency (eq. 12) the Lorentz force f}[ x B.~: begins to act on electrons. The associated

electric potential traps the beam electrons which results in an increase in their thermal spread.
The trapping potential 4>: due to Lorentz force tJ[ x B,; in the beam frame is obtained from

I

~:! I:::: Ik;4>;I-71~[B;·1

given by:

"" = --!...
k'
I

'Yt

If}i1 IB '1
C

(19)

S •

The effective thermal speed f}T~ II due 10 the trapping potential is

7J Telf ::::

(2e4>: 1m, )112

(20)
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The growth rate of the instability reaches the maximum

(r' = r;,.) at the critical frequency

(eq.12) whenk'/= OJ/"'Teff (Figure 1) because for "'Tef!;:::

OJ p /

kf Landau damping begins

begins to playa dominant role and the gain changes from Raman to Compton. The scattered
radiation magnetic field, at the critical frequency, is given by:

, =(m;)
2e

Bsm

c

w;

'/J; k:

(21)

The growth of the scattered radiation magnetic field B 'IS is governed by the equation:

dB; =r'B'
dt'
IS'

(22)

where f is the growth rate in the beam frame. Integrating (22) we get
B;(t') = C1Exp[r't'].

r;,.

(23)

At r' = ,B; =·B;m' we find the flux emitted during the characteristic time t' =1/
Using (23), the flux of scattered radiation in the beam frame is given by :

.

S' =

4cn

B;~ e~p [2( ;~

-1 n

r;,. .
(24)

E;

To transfer flux to the laboratory frame, first we resolve
andB;
into components E;II andB;1I parallel, andB;J. andE;J. perpendicular to
z'. Taking E;, E; along x' the components of E; and B; are given by :

B;J. ='-B; cos (,p;)Y', E;J. = E;i',
B;II
where

=-B; sin (q,;)i',

E;II

(25)

=0,

q,; = cos-1(kf:f;). Now, components of the flux vector in the laboratory frame are

givenbv:

SJ.

(r )] ['/J

c yB,2sm .exp [ 2
=~

r:~1 -1

'J

"

b
l-'c - cos(t/!s) sin(t/!s)y .

(27)

If the pump field strength is increased it produces a spread in the beam velocity, consequently
it decreases the scattered power and increases the growth rate. The scattered radiation gains all
its energy from the relativistic electron beam. Consequently, the electron beam gets
decelerated due to th~ interaction with the pump. The emitted radiation is beamed and
confined to a cone of angular radius ... l/y. The scattered radiation flux, at L.'1.e observer, is
given by:
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(28)

where S=[Sir +

sI

r

2

,

RI>

=rtan(.10) the radius of the beam at a distance of r ~ lORs from

the central engine .10 the angular radius of the beam and Re = 7.9 X 108 pc the distance
between quasar 3C ~73 and the earth. Using the observed value of the tlux of 3C 273 at
1018 Hz we fix .MJ = 0.0065°. WI;! calculate the scattered flux at other frequencies using the
spatial variation of plasma parameters as discussed earlier. Thus Rb increases as r increases
for constant.d8 =constant at ~11l frequencies.

3.1. Discussion andfigure description:
Figpre 1. This figure shows the growth rate as a function of the frequency Vs of the
backscattered radiation for three different values of initial density: "O. llol2 and 2na. using the
different power laws given on figure. First consider the curve labelled with no. in the range
10 10 ~ Vs :.:; 1013.8~ Hz. the growth ralc of the back scattering of electromagnetic radiation
increases with Vs and reaches maximum at v.r = 10 13 .85 Hz.
6.501r----.,..-....--r-:=:---r--...---,.-....----,

'j
~ 5.10
III

n.=no(r/r.)-U
1="1.(r/r.)-1.2
v,=vo(r/r.)-'
f ... =f.(IIVvoro.,

3.70

"'117-0.005

.... ,ao·

3.001:-:-___~_""_-'-_____t......-~__'_--"---U
'0.00
11.64
13.24
14.92
16.56
18.20

109(11.) Hz
Figure 1. Growth rate r versus scattered wave frequency t-:, at three different values of eiectron
density iu the lalmratory frame. At maxima, the ~cattering process changes from SRS to SCS. The
constants are: )11 = _~ x 10\ 11,,= 9.24 10 17 em-I, vo=4 x JOIOHz and fo =7.1 X 10-25 erg cm-2
sec-I Hz-I.

As Vs is further increased, electron plasm~rmode experiences a large Landau damping because
1;).1> > 0.4, and in the range 1013,8,5 S; Vs s; 1014•7 Hz. growth rate decreases rapidly with vs'
Further in the range 10 14•7 <: Vs S; 10 17 Hz. due to the saturation of Landau damping. growth
rate shows slow decrease. For vs > 10 17 Hz, which occurs rather in the high density region.
collisional damping rate of electron plasma mode becomes large, resulting in sharp decrease
in the growth rate. The frequency of the scattered radiation corresponding to maximum
growth rate, the critical frequency Vcr acquires higher values with an increase in density. The
scattered radiation of f~equcncy below vcr produced due to the SRS ans above due to SCS.
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Figure 2. Here the theoretical spectrum of the backscattered and incident radiations are plotted
(continuous curves). For comparison we have also shown observed points (o-points
represent spectrum of 3C 273, when flare activity was going on during February, 1984 and
.6.-points represent its normal spectrum observed during February, 1986) by quasisimultaneous multifrequency observations of Courvosier el al [10]. At the critical frequency
va = 10 13.85 Hz, there is a break in the spectrum due to the change of scattering process from
SRS to SCS. The SRS process contributes in the lower frequency part of the spectrum (va ::;
10 13.85) while SCS contributes in the higher energy part. The slope of the spectrum in the SRS
region is -0.8 and in the SCS region it is -0.7. The hard X-ray part of the spectrum is steep
due to collisional damping and the slope of this part is -1.5. The bump in the spectrum is
produced at the transition region (k;)' D= 0.4) between the SRS ans SCS regions.
-21.00r--~--:-r-----.-----r-~

7=7.(r/ro)-1.2
n.=n.(r /r.)-3.2
4 7/7=0.005

o

"T

-22.48

i'
M -23.96 f .,avio.1

o

"T

'I'

273

v,=vo(r/r.)-'
iP.=180 o

Pump

§
~ -25.44

'";),

scs

oJ>

~

-26.92

-28.40'-:-.........- ' - - - - " - - - - ' - -.........~-.......-.....:::!!!!QIII
8.20
10.26
12.32
14.38
16.44

tog(II.) Hz
Figure 2. The spectrum of quasar 3C 273: The solid lines represent the calculated spectrum and
*e spectrum of the pump wave. The observed points, O{Pebruary, 1984) and .1·(Februa1)', 1986)
by Courvoisieret al [IOJ, are also plotted. 'The constants are; 10 = 3 x 103, no =9.24 x 1017 em-3,
Yo= 4 x 1010 Hz.

4. Conclusions
(1) Compared to Compton scattering, Raman scattering is a faster process.
(2) At higher plasma density n, and lower energy spread !J.Jly, Raman scattering can
produce the entire continuum radiation right from radio to X-rays.
(3) Similarly, at lower density' and higher energy spread !J.yiy, Compton scattering can
produce the entire continuum radiation right from radio to X-rays.
(4) For the parameters chosen here, the transition region between SRS and SCS lies where

the bump is observed for 3C 273. Thus, we suggest the change of scattering process
as one of the possible' causes for the spectral break, observed in the most of the
quasars and AGN.
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(5) Raman scattering occurs in a region of density greater than or equal to quarter critical

denSity

(to; ~ 2m,)

(6) Electron beam gets decelcrated much faster due to Raman scattering than due k>

Compton scattcring.
(7) The beamed stimulated Raman or Compton emission can be detected at a small a.1'\gle to
the electron beam axis. The higher frequcncy radiation is produced in a narrow angular
region around the electron beam axis than the lower frequency radiation.
(8) As we see the scattering processes also bring about polarization changes., which we

plan to study in detail.
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